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Parish councillor
You are leading the committee reviewing the threat 
posed to the village. You understand very well the 
costs associated with each way forward, but find it 
hard to accept the worst-case scenario put forward 
by the scientists.

Advising scientist
You are a coastal hydrographer from the local 
university. You have advised the parish council 
on the options available to them. While you 
sympathise with local residents, you advocate 
returning the land to its natural state as a salt 
marsh. You have no idea how the community might 
fund the required relocation of the whole village. 

Head of environmental charity
You favour allowing the village to return to its 
natural state as a salt marsh. You think that 
villagers should rely on insurance payouts to cover 
the cost of relocating their houses and businesses 
and think that the budget could be better used 
trying to reduce fossil fuel emissions produced by 
the community. 

Local multi-faith leader
You represent all of the local religious groups. 
While you hope to be able to save the historic 
church and synagogue in the village, you are also 
greatly concerned about the challenges facing local 
families. You are interested in influencing a morally 
good and right course of action, balancing the 
needs of families, the local economy and the need 
to respect the natural world. 

Local business leader
You represent the main local businesses, which 
include shops on the waterfront, but also the 
business park that might be flooded if higher 
defences are built.

Village representative
You are the oldest resident of the village, the fourth 
generation of your family to live in the same house, 
and you remember the village’s heyday as a small, 
close-knit fishing community. You know that the 
villagers are resilient, and believe they should stay 
and fight the encroaching sea. 

Role cards
Read the scenario in Resource 9.1. Divide into groups of six, sharing the roles below between 
each member of the group.

Role-playing the above characters, hold a committee meeting to discuss the best way forward for the village. 
Remember that you have a limited budget, and that whatever route forward you take, compromises are going 
to have to be made – but be creative in thinking about solutions. In discussing which scenario is best for the 
village’s future, consider the effect on all members of the community and the ethical implications of any 
decisions you make. What influences are there on your recommendations and decision-making? How do you 
decide what is right?

After 20 minutes, nominate a member of your group to report back to the rest of the class your decision and the 
reasons behind it.


